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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Márcia Rossetti de O. Albuquerque has an M.A. in Aplied
Linguistics from Universidade Federal de Alagoas, where she teaches
English. She is also enrolled in a Doctoral Research Programme in
Linguistics at UFAL and is a member of the team of research on the
teaching/ learning of languages (“Leitura e Produção de Textos na
Sala de Aula de LM e LE: a constituição de uma gramática do aluno”)
whose leader is Rita Mª Diniz Zozzoli, and is responsible for the English
group. She is head of Casa de Cultura Britânica, an extension of the FL
Department at UFAL. Email: mroa@fapeal.br.
Izabel FF.. O. Brandão holds a Ph.D. in English Literature from
Sheffield University, and is Associate Professor of Literature at
Universidade Federal de Alagoas. She is currently the leader of a group
of Brazilian university scholars who research on Women and Literature.
She was head of a Post-Graduate Course (lato-sensu) in the Teaching/
Learning of Foreign Languages from 1996-98, at UFAL, and has
supervised students working with the use of literature in the teaching
of EFL, especially poetry. She is a member of ABRAPUI (Associação
Brasileira de Professores Universitários de Inglês). She has published
a number of articles and book chapters on women and literature. Her
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first book of literary criticism is forthcoming (A imaginação do feminino
segundo D. H. Lawrence, EDUFAL, 1999). Email: izabel@fapeal.br.
Vera Maria Dr
ews Guimarães teaches English at ÚNICA/ ESAG,
Drews
in Santa Catarina. She has a degree in Social Sciences and an M.A. in
English Language and Corresponding Literatures from Universidade
Federal de Santa Catarina. Email: vera@única.fesag.br.
Clarissa Menezes Jordão holds an M.A. in English-Languages and
Literature from Universidade Federal do Paraná, and is currently
enrolled in a Ph.D. Programme in the teaching of literature at the
Universidade de São Paulo. She has been a teacher of EFL for 12 years,
five of each also dedicated to the teaching of literatures in English. She
worked at the Universidade Estadual de Londrina for four years; since
1994, she has been teaching at Universidade Federal do Paraná, in
Curitiba, where she was the leader of NAP (Núcleo de Apoio
Pedagógico) for two years, working with teachers of English from the
public sector.
Josalba Ramalho V
ieira is an English teacher at Colégio de Aplicação
Vieira
(UFSC). Her M.A. thesis “Henri Bergson’s theory of duration and
Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, To the Lighthouse and The Waves”
was developed at UFSC. She holds a Ph.D in Applied Linguistics from
UNICAMP and her thesis is titled “Metáforas e conflitos: a leitura de
poesia e a discussão em grupo na sala de aula de inglês como literatura
estrangeira”. She has published several articles on Reading, Foreign
Language Teaching, Classroom Interaction, Metaphor and Cognition,
and Computer-Assisted Language Learning/Teaching. Email:
josalba@ced.ufsc.br.
Lúcia de Fátima Santos has an M.A. in Portuguese Language from
Universidade Federal de Alagoas where she teaches. She is a member
of the team of research on the teaching/ learning of languages (“Leitura
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e Produção de Textos na Sala de Aula de LM e LE: a constituição de uma
gramática do aluno”) whose leader is Rita Mª Diniz Zozzoli and is
responsible for the Portuguese Language group. Email:
santos_m@yahoo.com.
Lynn Mário Menezes de Souza holds a Ph.D. in Comunicação e
Semiótica from PUC – São Paulo and is an Associate Professor of Applied
Linguistics and Literatures in English in the Post-Graduate Programme
in English Language and English and American Literatures in the
Department of Modern Languages at the University of São Paulo. Email:
mdesouza@usp.br.
Helen Reid Thomas is a lecturer in the Programme in Literary
Linguistics in the Department of English Studies, Strathclyde
University, Glasgow, U.K. She has taught in universities in India and
Scotland and is at present consultant to a Cultural Studies development
from Edinburgh and her Ph.D. was a study of mid-20th century women
writers. Her present areas of interest are speech and gender and the
relation between cultural studies and literature. Email:
csch28@strath.ac.uk.
Vera Helena Gomes W
ielewicki holds an M.A. in English Language
Wielewicki
and Corresponding Literatures from Universidade Federal de Santa
Catarina and is currently enrolled in a Ph.D. programme in the teaching
of literature at the Universidade de São Paulo. She teaches English
Language and English and North American Literatures at Universidade
Estadual de Maringá. She is also a specialist in Brazilian Literature. Her
research interests are: Literatures in English, Applied Linguistics and
the Teaching of Literature. Email: avgomes@sercomtel.com.br.
Rita Maria Diniz Zozzoli holds a Ph.D. in Linguistics and the
Teaching of French from the Université de Franche, Comte/ Besançon,
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France. Her Post-Doctoral research was in Applied Linguistics at
UNICAMP. She is an Associate Professor of Applied Linguistics at the
Programa de Pós-Graduação em Letras/ UFAL, where she is also the
leader of a team of research on the teaching/ learning of languages
(“Leitura e Produção de Textos na Sala de Aula de LM e LE: a constituição
de uma gramática do aluno”). She was the head of a Post-Graduate
Course (lato senso) in the Teaching/ Learning of Foreign Languages
from 1992-96 at UFAL. Her present research project is on “Leitura e
Produção de Textos em LM e LE: a constituição de uma gramática do
aluno”. Email: ritazoz@dialnet.com.br.
Sonia Zyngier is an Associate Professor of English Language and
Literature at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. At present,
she is also Associate Director of Cultural Affairs and Continuing
Education and Secretary of the Poetics and Linguistics Association. She
has published widely on the area of stylistics and the teaching of
literature to EFL students. She has an MA in English Literature from the
University of Liverpool and a Ph.D. in Applied Linguistics from the
University of Birmingham, where she developed work on literary
awareness. Specific research interests include discourse analysis and
pedagogical stylistics. Email: zyngier@netrio.com.br.

